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Dear Editor; Globally all over the

countries the risk of respiratory disease with
the name of novel coronavirus disease 2019
(ncovid-19) is the major health issue.
Coronaviruses are the important pathogens
of human and animals. A novel coronavirus was first time
observed at the end of 2019 in Wuhan city of China which
affects the respiratory system of humans. The epidemic of
virus spread quickly all over the China which increased the
number of active cases then it moved to other countries
globally. World Health Organization (WHO) named the
disease as coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19) at the end of
February 2020 1. The deadly virus responsible for the corona
virus disease 2019 named as severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) but before this that
was known as 2019-nCoV. According to genome analysis and
the evolutionary expression the coronavirus that is
responsible for covid-19 is a betacoronavirus with subgenus
similar to severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and bat
coronavirus but in different order 2. The International
Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses about the coronavirus
research class nominated this virus as severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) 3. Covid19 is sometimes asymptomatic but the obvious symptoms
are pyrexia, cold, flu, dry cough shortness of breath,
respiratory dysfunction, vomiting, diarrhea, arthralgia, body
aches and inability to arouse 4. The present study was
designed to measure the epidemiology of Covid-19 all over
the world. The data about covid-19 cases were collected
from official website of government of Pakistan and the John
Hopkins university daily covid-19 updates website. To
measure the epidemiology of covid-19 all over the world
QGIS 3.16 geographic information software was used and
analyzed the active cases of 25th November 2020. The
government of Pakistan website covid-19 data was used for
the graphical representation of the cases as shown in the
figure 2. A total of 26 countries were selected to measure the
prevalence of active cases. It was observed that United State
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of America (USA) was much more affected with 12956783
active cases, 265956 deaths and 7639084 recoveries as
compared to other countries followed by India with 9222216
active cases, 134743 deaths and 8642771 recoveries, Brazil
with 6121449 active cases, 170179 deaths and 5476018
recoveries then Russia with 2162503 active cases, 37538
deaths and 1660419 recoveries 5. The prevalence of covid-19
in all the other countries can be observed from the covid-19
epidemiological graph as shown in the figure 2. The statistics
are kept changing on daily basis with updates of cases on the
online database websites.
Globally all the countries are under the threat of second
wave of covid-19 but there is no exact definition of second
wave of covid-19. In many countries the second wave
reappears in different shapes. Association of schools of
public health in the European region (ASPHER) defined the
term second wave as reappearance of the active cases in the
current pandemic, which increases the number of patients at
exponential rate in a specific time and the given territorial
sector. This exponential rate follows from the disappearance
or close to disappearance of patients of the disorder and can
be encouraged with the aid of using a new behavioral
function of the infectious agent or a changed function from
some other already known 6. All over the globe Nonpharmaceutical steps have that were applied during the first
wave are the major response to fight against the disease
which includes test and trace facility, keep social distancing,
face mask facility, isolation & quarantine centers, personal
protective equipment and avoidance of huge gathering in
public places 7.
In order to minimize the risk of covid-19 transmission
different strategies should be adopted by everybody which
include avoid from public gatherings, always use face mask,
hand sanitization, closure of public parks, stay at home,
screening should be compulsory at entry & exist points,
reduce the travelling, isolation should possible in case of
infection.
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Figure 1: Spatial distribution map of Covid-19 epidemiology

Figure 2: Country-wise Covid-19 epidemiological graph
In conclusion Covid-19 is a global health problem which
requires a global effort to eliminate the risk of virus
transmission. Now all the countries are at the risk of second
wave. It’s very necessary for every individual to follow the
preventive rules & regulations recommended by World
Health Organization.
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